ABSTRACT: The traditional electronic devices of tourist attractions commentary system can be divided into fixed and dedicated handheld commentary. But these commentary equipment should be provided by tourist attractions or be rent by visitors. With some disadvantages of high cost, it is difficult to manage and is unable to be used on a large scale in practical application. To solve this problem, an attraction self-commentary system based on NFC was proposed in this paper. In management system of attractions commentary, NFC (Near Field Communication) devices are used to achieve the daily management of attractions. The software with abilities to read labels of attractions and play back information was achieved based on Android operating system. It was designed for mobile phones with NFC function to achieve self-commentary of attractions. The implementation of this system not only conquers the shortcomings of existing products, but also has broad application prospects.
INTRODUCTION
At present, NFC application has been vigorously developed in all aspects, which is mainly used in mobile payment, transportation card, logistics, transportation, door control. For example, Google wallet was paid by NFC. In the past few years, the foreign countries started earlier and have been applied to the actual attraction or museum spaces [1] [2] [3] . By contrast, for the study of self-commentary system of attractions based on NFC, it is just getting started in China. At present, self-commentary system of attractions mainly is built by microprocessor such as MCU (Micro Controller Unit) and embedded microprocessor in China. They received information of attractions by wireless module [4] [5] , and the MCU controls the audio decoder chip to decode the audio information of attractions and the explanations of attractions are played. The products cannot be used on a large-scale. Because the systems are supported by the scenic spots enterprises or tourists themselves, and higher product costs. With the development of networking and communication technology, the generation of NFC technology and the popularity of modern mobile devices, making self-commentary system of tourist attractions as possible [6] [7] .
THE REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM

The overall analysis of system
According to the research and analysis of the actual situations of the attractions, the design of attractions self-commentary system of attractions based on NFC has the following requirements:
1. Design the management software of attractions commentary. It can update and modify information of attractions .It is available to the scenic spots of management in this system. 2. Design a client software of attractions self-commentary. It can provide attraction information for tourist. 3. The system should have a graphical interface, easy to operate, easy to understand, and have a good stability. 4. The function design of the scenic spots self-commentary system should be in accordance with the needs of tourists.
The function analysis of system
The management software of attractions self-commentary is to manage the attraction information. The requirements of the main functions are as follows: Attractions self-commentary system mainly consists of two parts, the framework of the system shown in Figure 1 . 
THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SYSTEM
The design and implementation of management software
The management software is developed in the environment of Visual Studio 2010, the MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes) is adopted to design this software. MFC has the advantages of graphical user interface, such as easy operation and the convenient functions operation of the system. The management software mainly includes the boxes of displaying and editing the attractions information, message box and the management buttons of attraction information. In order to satisfy the requirement of humanization, it defines the prompt message in the design of software, and every operation has a returned value. According to different values, the message is different.
When management software of attractions commentary is opened, the system begins to monitor NFC tag. If the NFC tag is monitored, the NFC transmission protocol starts working by activate agreement, data exchange and close agreement to get data. After getting the data, we need to analyze and display information of the attractions on the computer (The procedure of extracting and parsing the tag information is complex, so this paper is not explained in detail).
What's more, in the procedure of displaying attraction information, the encoding style of UTF-8 is adopted in NFC tag, but the encoding style of ANSI is used in text information on computer. Thus, it's necessary to convert encoding before displaying. Then the attraction information will be displayed on computer. Other information will be displayed in the message box, such as device's name, ID of tag, the capacity of data, receiving time, encoding style and so on. The process of writing is an inverse course of reading.
The design and implementation of client software
The client software of attraction commentary works on Android phone with NFC. The Android SDK is used in the process of design and implementation. It supports two packages of NFC, includes Android.nfc and Android.nfc.tech. Android.nfc contains top level classes which are used to interact with local NFC adapter. These classes can show the detected tags and NDEF data format. Android.nfc.tech contains the classes of querying properties and operating I/O. What's more, it also supports the basic package of editing application program consists classes of visiting and issuing system data, the bottom graphics library, interfaces and different UI elements.
According to the analysis of requirements, the system needs to achieve the functions of reading attraction information, playing voice, saving and consulting attraction information and displaying attraction navigation route. And considering the fact that more attraction information is displayed and the mobile screen has limited space, rolling display is adopted in the style of displaying.
One displaying box of attraction information and four command buttons are included in the main interface on client software of attraction commentary. The four command buttons are read, saving, query, navigation and clear. When opening the NFC, the phone will close to the tag and read the information of attraction in the tag. Then the information is showed on the phone. There are two ways to operate the software. One way is opening software directly, if the phone doesn't possess NFC, it will warn visitors that the phone can't work without NFC. The other is open the NFC and put the phone close to the label, the software will start working.
The design and implementation of client software mainly includes following five functions:
Scrolling and display the information of the attraction
Step 1: Create a class of AutoScrollView, which inherits the class of ScrollView.
Step 2: Define the speed of rolling, the cycle of rolling, the state flag of rolling and the touch event of onTouchEvent.
Step 3: Acquire the information of attraction, the property of information, the motion state, and reset them.
Step 4: Whether the touch event of on Touch Event is happened. If true, the state flag is false.
Step 5: Start to roll and returning to Step 4.
Reading the information of the attractions
Step 1: Prompt visitors to put phone close to NFC label.
Step 2: Acquire the object NfcAdapter in onCreate.
Step 3: Judge the true of NDEF tag in the function of onNewIntent(). If it's true, it acquires the message of NdefMessage.
Step 4: Analyze the object NdefMessage and acquiring relevant text message.
Step 5: Displaying the text message.
Saving the information of the attractions
Step 1: Create an event click_save in main program.
Step 2: Create a class input_text_name which inherits class Activity and designing input interface.
Step 3: Jump to assistant interface through the function of startActivityForResult() and prompting visitors to input file name.
Step 4: Get the file name and text information, and saving file through function fileService.save().
Consulting the information of the attractions
Step 1: Create an event click_open in main program.
Step 2: Create a class text_name_list which inherits class listActivity and designing file name and displaying interface in layout.
Step 3: Gain file path through function this.getFileDir() and f.listFiles() and get files in directory.
Step 4: Save files to list through items.add() and paths.add().
Step 5: Display files list.
Step 6: Click file, jumping to main interface and displaying information of attraction.
The route navigation of attraction
Step 1: Get the Google map Key API to initialize the map.
Step 2: Obtain the latitude and longitude of the current position by using the gps.getLastKnow location function.
Step 3: Update and display the current map information.
Step 4: Zoom in or out of the map manually.
Step 5: Enter the destination, drawing the best route for navigation 4 SYSTEM TEST
The test of management software
The test results of the scenic spot explanation management software, as shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, the NCR533 device is connected to the computer through the USB interface, the management software is opened to initialize and check the hardware connection. The system began to work. The NFC tag is placed on the NCR533 device. With the mouse click to read, the scenic spot management software will read the information in the NFC tag and and display it on computer. Such as attractions information, tag ID, receiving time and other information, as shown in Figure 3 .
NFC tags are placed on the NCR533 device. Attractions information is entered into the edit box, the information will be written into the tag through clicking the write button, and then the system will automatically read the information and display the information on the computer and the results are shown in Figure 4 . 
The test of client software
Tourist attractions client software is tested on the Meizu MX3 mobile phone. Firstly, it was installed in the Meizu MX3 phone, and then NFC setting is turned on. The phone is close to the tag of attractions information, and the software will automatically be opened. It will read the tag information and display the information on the mobile phone. As shown in Figure 5 . Press the button of broadcast. Information of attractions begins to scroll, and the voice is playing, as shown in Figure 6 . This system includes the functions of saving and consulting. It can save the attraction information on the phone. Opening the history in the main interface is in needs of consulting information to look for the saved attraction information, as shown in Figure 7 . In addition, it increases the map navigation function in order to facilitate visitors and open the map navigation firstly. It will get the current position and display, as shown in Figure 8 . Entering the destination in the input box, the map will automatically show the best line for navigation. 
SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORKS
This paper combines NFC technology, speech synthesis technology and self-explanation of attractions in the Android and Windows systems. It designs the client software and management software of attractions self-commentary. The system is able to provide tourist the details of attractions and voice it. Update attractions information easily and greatly improve the efficiency of audio guide system. It has good social value in application prospects. It has a positive meaning to improve the services quality of attractions, enhances the technological application level of scenic spots and meets more needs of tourists.
Although there are some shortcomings such as can not be used in IOS, yet cannot support information processing of image and video. We believe that with the deepening of NFC technology applications, the spring of attractions self-commentary system has arrived.
